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The hair-cell tip link, a fine filament directly conveying
force to mechanosensitive transduction channels,
is composed of two proteins, protocadherin-15 and
cadherin-23, whose mutation causes deafness.
However, their molecular structure, elasticity, and
deafness-related structural defects are unknown.
We present crystal structures of the first and second
extracellular cadherin repeats of cadherin-23. Over-
all, structures show typical cadherin folds, but
reveal an elongated N terminus that precludes clas-
sical cadherin interactions and contributes to an
N-terminal Ca2+-binding site. The deafness mutation
D101G, in the linker region between the repeats,
causes a slight bend between repeats and decreases
Ca2+ affinity. Molecular dynamics simulations sug-
gest that cadherin-23 repeats are stiff and that either
removing Ca2+ or mutating Ca2+-binding residues
reduces rigidity and unfolding strength. The struc-
tures define an uncharacterized cadherin family
and, with simulations, suggest mechanisms under-
lying inherited deafness and how cadherin-23 may
bind with itself and with protocadherin-15 to form
the tip link.
INTRODUCTION
Hair cells are extremely sensitive mechanoreceptors that trans-
form mechanical stimuli into electrical signals, providing verte-
brates with the senses of hearing and balance. At a hair cell’s
apical end, a bundle of stereocilia arranged in a staircase of
increasing heights can be deflected by forces produced by
sound or head movement (Gillespie and Mu¨ller, 2009). Positive
deflection of this hair bundle causes shearing of adjacent stereo-
cilia and tensioning of a fine filament, termed the tip link, which
connects the tip of each stereocilium to the side of its tallest
neighbor (Pickles et al., 1984). Mechanosensitive ion channels
located at the lower end of each tip link are opened by tension,
subsequently depolarizing hair cells (Assad et al., 1991; Beurg
et al., 2009; Denk et al., 1995). In vertebrates, these are the first
steps underlying auditory and vestibular perception.Channel gating in hair cells occurs in <10 ms and is mediated
by a gating spring, a biophysically defined element which may
be the tip link itself or another elastic element connected in series
(Corey and Hudspeth, 1983; Howard and Hudspeth, 1988).
Removal of extracellular Ca2+ abolishes transduction currents
and simultaneously eliminates the tip links (Assad et al., 1991;
Vollrath et al., 2007). Tip links reappear along with transduction
currents several hours after extracellular Ca2+ is restored (Zhao
et al., 1996). Thus, tip links are essential for mechanotransduc-
tion and apparently convey tension directly to hair-cell transduc-
tion channels.
The tip link is formed by cadherin-23 and protocadherin-15,
nonclassical cadherins with unusually long extracellular
domains, single transmembrane domains, and C-terminal cyto-
plasmic domains (Ahmed et al., 2006; Kazmierczak et al., 2007;
Siemens et al., 2004; So¨llner et al., 2004). Sequence alignments
suggest that they have 27 and 11 extracellular cadherin (EC)
repeats, respectively, with interrepeat Ca2+-binding sites resem-
bling those of classical cadherins. Cadherin-23 is proposed to
form the upper two-thirds of the tip link as a parallel dimer while
protocadherin-15 forms the lower part; the combined length
matches observed tip-link lengths. Cadherin-23 and protocad-
herin-15 interact in vitro at their distal tips (Kazmierczak et al.,
2007), but neither has the key residues that mediate trans clas-
sical cadherin binding interactions through N-terminal EC1
repeats (Chen et al., 2005; Katsamba et al., 2009; Leckband
and Prakasam, 2006; Patel et al., 2003, 2006; Takeichi, 1990).
Thus, the mechanism of tip-link assembly is not known, nor is
the reason why tip-link integrity requires Ca2+. Both electron
micrographs of tip links and molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions of classical cadherin repeats suggested that the tip link is
too stiff to be the gating spring (Kachar et al., 2000; Sotomayor
et al., 2005; Sotomayor and Schulten, 2008). Yet the elasticity
of cadherin-23 and protocadherin-15 has not been directly
determined, so the question remains open.
Cadherin-23 and protocadherin-15 are both mutated in Usher
Syndrome, a hereditary deafness and blindness disease in
humans, and also in the nonsyndromic deafnesses DFNB12
and DFNB23 (Ahmed et al., 2003; Alagramam et al., 2001; Astuto
et al., 2002; Di Palma et al., 2001). Structural models of classical
cadherins have been used to map the location of some muta-
tions causing hereditary deafness (de Brouwer et al., 2003;
Schwander et al., 2009). Yet neither the corresponding molec-
ular defects caused by cadherin-23 and protocadherin-15 muta-
tions, nor how these defects cause deafness, are known. How tipNeuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 85
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or how they break in excessive noise, is also unclear.
We determined structures of the two most distal extracellular
repeats (EC1 and EC1+2) of wild-type cadherin-23, and of cad-
herin-23 with a mutation associated with DFNB12. Cadherin-23
EC1 features an elongated N terminus and a novel Ca2+-binding
site absent in all other EC1 repeats of known structure, making
cadherin-23 EC1 incompatible with classical cadherin binding
interfaces. In addition, MD simulations suggest that cadherin-
23 EC1+2 repeats are stiff, with their molecular strength and
interrepeat dynamics mediated by Ca2+ binding to highly con-
served acidic residues. These same residues are targeted by
deafness mutations, which simulations suggest can render tip
links prone to mechanical failure.
RESULTS
Structures of the Cadherin-23 EC1 and EC1+2 Repeats
The EC1 repeat and combined EC1+2 repeats of mouse cad-
herin-23 were refolded from inclusion bodies produced in
E. coli (see Figure S1A available online) and used for crystalliza-
tion and structure determination. The native signal sequence
was replaced by a methionine, which is not expected to signifi-
cantly alter cadherin-23 properties, as the length of the pro-
cessed N-terminus is not conserved (Figure 1A). Residue
numbering throughout the text corresponds to the processed
protein (EC1: Q1 to D101; EC1+2: Q1 to D205). Structures of
wild-type cadherin-23 repeat EC1 and of repeats EC1+2 at high
(1.1 M) Ca2+ concentration (‘‘EC1’’ and ‘‘EC1+2 Ca2+’’ in Table 1)
exhibit an overall fold closely matching that of classical cadher-
ins: a Greek key motif with seven b strands forming a b sandwich
fold (Figures 1B and 1C). EC1+2 also features a conserved
Ca2+-binding motif at the linker region with Ca2+ ions at sites
1, 2, and 3 bridging acidic residues in canonical sequence
motifs (20XEXBASE22 and 71DRE73 of EC1; 101DXNDN105,
135DXD137, and 185XDXTOP187 of EC2, Figure 1E; Boggon
et al., 2002; Nagar et al., 1996).
Despite similarities with classical cadherins, several features
make cadherin-23 unique. An a-helix between EC1 b strands C
and D (Figures 1B and 1C) has not been observed in published
cadherin EC1 repeat structures. More importantly, cadherin-
230s elongated N terminus includes a 310 helix within strand A
and contributes residues N3 and R4 to an additional Ca2+-binding
site at the very tip of cadherin-23 EC1, referred to here as site
0 (Figures 1D and S1B). Site 0 is homologous to site 3 in the linker
region between EC1+2 repeats (see below) and is further lined by
a modified DXD Ca2+-binding motif in the loop between b strands
B and C (36DXDXD40), and an XDXTOP motif at position 85-87
found in EC1s of classical type-II cadherins, but not type I.
Cadherin-23 EC1 Defines the Cr-2 Family of Cadherin
Proteins
Placing cadherins into a phylogenetic relationship has been
difficult due to the variable number of EC repeats and widely
divergent C termini. Nevertheless, a reasonable phylogeny has
been proposed using EC1 sequences to segregate the super-
family into six branches: two branches of true cadherins (C-1
and C-2), a protocadherin branch (Cr-1a), and three other86 Neuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.‘‘cadherin-related’’ branches (Cr-1b, Cr-2, and Cr-3; Hulpiau
and van Roy, 2009). In this scheme, cadherin-23 is in branch
Cr-2 along with protocadherin-24 and protocadherin-21. Cr-2
and Cr-3 family members sport an N-terminus that is at least
six residues longer than classical C-1 cadherins (Figure 2A). All
three mammalian Cr-2 family members have all sequence motifs
involved in Ca2+ binding at site 0. Protocadherin-15, in the Cr-3
group, has an even longer N terminus, yet it lacks the DXDXD
and XDXTOP motifs of site 0. Instead, protocadherin-15 features
two cysteine residues that likely form a disulfide bond at the
distal tip in regions aligning closely with cadherin-23 site 0 (Fig-
ure 2A). Thus, site 0 is likely a hallmark of Cr-2 family members.
Notably, the elongated cadherin-23 N terminus lacks not only
the tryptophan residues at positions 2 and 4, but also the
corresponding deep binding pockets that mediate antiparallel
binding through strand-exchange in classical type-I and type-II
cadherins (Figure 2B). Cr-2 family members must therefore use
a different dimerization mechanism.
Cadherin-230s site 0 closely resembles Ca2+-binding site 3 of
classical cadherins and cadherin-23 itself (Figure 2C), which
might suggest that cadherin-23 and Cr-2 family members simply
lack a ‘‘true’’ or classical EC1. However, several structural
features of cadherin-23 EC1 distinguish it from classical EC2s,
namely the subtly different Ca2+ coordination (Figures 2D and
2E), the 310 and a helices, and the shorter loops between
b strands B-C and F-G. Thus, cadherin-23 EC1 seems to repre-
sent a unique repeat structure, perhaps adapted to perform
specific tasks like those of cadherin-23 in the tip link.
Cadherin-23 Repeats Are Stiff and Ca2+ Determines
Their Mechanical Strength
Tip links are constantly subjected to small and large forces
(1 to > 100 pN) and have been proposed to function as gating
springs (Pickles et al., 1984). Mechanical measurements of
hair bundles indicate that the gating spring stiffness is about
1 mN/m (Cheung and Corey, 2006; Howard and Hudspeth,
1988). To test cadherin-23 elasticity and its compatibility with
the gating spring model, steered molecular dynamics (SMD)
simulations of EC1 and EC1+2 repeats were carried out using
explicit water and 150 mM KCl (Grubmu¨ller, 2005; Isralewitz
et al., 2001; Sotomayor and Schulten, 2007). Simulations are
summarized in Table 2.
Cadherin-23 EC1, including Ca2+ at site 0, was equilibrated
and stretched from both ends in constant velocity SMD simula-
tions (simulations S1a–g in Table 2). Stretching speeds ranged
from 0.1 to 10 nm/ns; in all cases the monitored force increased
to several hundred pN with little protein extension until unfolding
occurred by rupture of non-covalent interactions at site 0 accom-
panied by a sudden drop in applied force (Figures 3A, 3B, and
S2A; Movie S1). The slope for the force versus end-to-end
distance during initial stretching stages indicated a stiffness of
710 mN/m per repeat for the slowest SMD simulation. Maximum
unfolding-force peak values follow the well-known dependency
on stretching speed (Evans and Ritchie, 1997; Izrailev et al.,
1997), increasing with faster stretching (Figure 3A, inset). Simu-
lations in the absence of Ca2+ at site 0 show reduced maximum
force peaks across all stretching speeds (simulations S2a–f and
S3a–g; Figure 3A, inset; Figures S2B and S2C). The dependence
Figure 1. Structure of Cadherin-23 Extracellular Repeats 1 and 2
(A) Alignment of cadherin 23 sequences corresponding to EC1 (top) and EC2 (bottom) for Mus musculus, Rattus norvegicus, Sus scrofa, Homo sapiens, Gallus
gallus, and Danio rerio (NCBI reference sequences: NP_075859.2, NP_446096.1, XP_001925718.1, NP_071407.4, XP_421595.2, NP_999974.1). Signal
sequence cleavage site is indicated by a large red arrowhead (small red arrowhead for Gallus gallus and Danio rerio). Conserved Ca2+-binding motifs are labeled
XEXBASE, DXD, DRE, XDXTOP, and DXNDN. Crystallographic W and b interfaces are enclosed in dashed rectangles. Musmusculus and Homo sapiens sequences
differ at four sites indicated by black arrowheads. Secondary structure is indicated below the alignment.
(B) Topology diagram of cadherin-23 EC1+2. A typical cadherin fold with seven b strands (labeled A to G) is observed for both repeats. An elongated N-terminus in
EC1 features a 310 helix and helps to form a Ca
2+-binding site (labeled 0). Standard Ca2+-binding sites at the linker region between cadherin repeats are labeled 1,
2, and 3.
(C) Ribbon diagram of cadherin-23 EC1+2 with Ca2+ ions as green spheres.
(D and E) Detail of Ca2+-binding site 0 at the N-terminus and Ca2+-binding sites 1, 2, and 3 at the EC1+2 linker region, respectively. Protein back-bone and side-
chains are in cartoon and stick representations, respectively. Numbering corresponds to Mm-cadherin-23 without its signal sequence.
See also Figure S1.
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with Ca2+-dependent stabilization of classical cadherins (Prasad
and Pedigo, 2005; Sotomayor et al., 2005; Sotomayor and
Schulten, 2008), indicating that Ca2+ at site 0 may further protect
cadherin-23 EC1 from large mechanical stimuli.
The overall elastic response of cadherin-23 is likely to be domi-
nated by the elasticity of single cadherin repeats rather thantertiary structure elasticity, since ultrastructural studies of tip
links and TEM images of cadherin-23, within their limitations
and possible artifacts, show rather straight filaments (Kachar
et al., 2000; Kazmierczak et al., 2007). Nevertheless, some
elasticity might arise from mechanical failure of linker regions
between repeats. Thus, SMD simulations were performed on
cadherin-23 EC1+2 structures (simulations S12a–k in Table 2).Neuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 87
Table 1. Statistics for Cadherin-23 Repeat Structures
Data Collection and Refinement EC1 EC1+2 Na+ EC1+2 Ca2+ EC1+2 D101G Na+
Space group C2 R32 R32 P42212
Unit cell parameters
a, b, c (A˚) 45.89, 49.54, 45.88 151.46, 151.46, 133.46 151.29, 151.29, 136.88 179.69, 179.69, 63.98
a, b, g () 90, 99, 90 90, 90, 120 90, 90, 120 90, 90, 90
Molecules per asymmetric unit 1 1 1 2
Beam source APS 24-ID-E APS 24-ID-E MicroMax007 NSLS-X25H
Wavelength (A˚) 0.97918 0.97918 1.5418 0.9795
Resolution limit (A˚) 1.50 1.98 2.36 2.74
Unique reflections 16,290 (819) 40,718 (2,014) 24,916 (1,198) 27,463 (1,361)
Redundancy 3.4 (3.3) 6.3 (6.1) 6.0 (4.4) 7.4 (5.2)
Completeness (%) 99.7 (98.5) 99.7 (98.3) 99.7 (97.1) 97.9 (97.4)
Average I/s(I) 18.7 (2.5) 13.2 (3.2) 17.7 (2.9) 13.8 (4.5)
Rmerge 0.05 (0.49) 0.07 (0.50) 0.09 (0.45) 0.09 (0.49)
Refinement
Resolution range (A˚) 25.54–1.50 (1.53–1.50) 30.0–1.98 (2.03–1.98) 22.25–2.36 (2.40–2.36) 29.77–2.74 (2.81–2.74)
Residues (atoms) 102 (815) 208 (1,626) 208 (1,626) 416 (3,248)
Water molecules 105 262 187 52
Rwork (%) 17.2 (21.9) 17.3 (22.7) 20.0 (32.6) 21.9 (35.8)
Rfree (%) 19.9 (25.6) 18.8 (21.7) 22.1 (33.7) 24.9 (41.4)
Rms deviations
Bond lengths (A˚) 0.012 0.012 0.010 0.011
Bond angles () 1.368 1.363 1.143 1.099
B factor average
Protein 24.02 45.01 43.39 44.86
Ligand/ion 14.07 49.17 53.54 40.69
Water 27.02 31.20 30.26 18.63
B factor
Site 0 Ca2+ 14.07 Ca2+ 32.11 Ca2+ 32.01 Ca2+ 39.89; 60.84
Site 1 — Na+ 34.93 Ca2+ 30.93 Na+ 39.43; 38.48
Site 2 — Ca2+ 31.87 Ca2+ 31.08 Ca2+ 31.10; 37.60
Site 3 — Ca2+ 35.74 Ca2+ 34.59 Ca2+ 36.35; 35.84
Ramachandran plot regionsa
Most favored (%) 93.3 91.7 91.7 88.3
Additionally allowed (%) 5.6 7.8 7.8 11.5
Generously allowed (%) 1.1 0.6 0.6 0.3
Disallowed (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PDB ID code 2wbx 2wcp 2whv 2wd0
a Computed with PROCHECK.
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Structure and Simulations of Cadherin-23 RepeatsStretching simulations of EC1+2 again indicated a stiff protein,
with force increasing to several hundred pN with little protein
extension (Figure 3C). The overall stiffness was estimated to
be 570 mN/m for the slowest SMD simulation (S12f).
After initial stretching, however, a more complex response was
observed, with at least two well-defined peaks at several hundred
pN at all stretching speeds (Figure 3C). The first peak correlates
with rupture of site 0 as residues N3 and R4 detach, followed by
unfolding of the five residue 310 helix within strand A and leading
to a 2.5 nm extension that corresponds to the distance between88 Neuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.both force peaks. The second force peak involves rupture of
the EC1+2 linker region, with either residue E21 and b strand A
detaching from Ca2+ at sites 1 and 2 (simulations S12b,c,f; Fig-
ures 3C, 3D, 3F, 3G; Movie S2) or b strands of repeat EC2 detach-
ing from Ca2+ at site 3 (simulations S12d, e). In both scenarios, the
synchronized rupture of Ca2+-protein interactions, rapid exten-
sion of the protein’s end-to-end distance, and drop in stretching
forces suggest that Ca2+ is essential for holding cadherin-23 EC1
and EC2 repeats together. The Ca2+ bond provides stiffness, but
at the same time confers ‘‘break points’’ when excessive force is
Figure 2. The First Extracellular Repeat of Cadherin-23 Structurally Defines a Family of Cadherin Proteins
(A) Sequence alignment of EC1 from the cadherin-related families 2 and 3 (Cr-2 and Cr-3, respectively) and classical cadherins (C-1). Alignment notations are as
in Figure 1A. Cr-2 members protocadherin-21 and protocadherin-24 feature elongated N termini and share critical conserved cadherin-23 residues involved
in Ca2+-binding site 0 (red boxes). Protocadherin-150s extended N terminus is likely involved in a disulfide bridge instead (yellow boxes) and has three
acidic residues encoded by exon 2, and another two by exon 3 (sometimes spliced out as shown for the human sequence). Dashed boxes indicate crystal packing
interfaces W and b. NCBI reference sequences: NP_570948.1, NP_001028536.1, NP_075859.2, NP_149045.3, NP_075604.2, NP_001038119.1,
NP_001080946.1, NP_033994.1, BAA23549.1, NP_001034243.1, NP_033996.4.
(B) Molecular surface representation of EC1 repeats from cadherin-23 (left) and classical type I C-cadherin (right, PDB code 1L3W, Boggon et al., 2002), with the
N-terminal b strands shown in blue (cadherin-23) or white (C-cadherin) cartoon. Cadherin-23 EC1 displays an elongated N-terminus and lacks the characteristic
tryptophan residues at position 2 (W2) of classical type I cadherins (or positions 2 and 4 of classical type II cadherins). A piece of the N-terminus and W2 of the
interacting C-cadherin protomer is shown in red.
(C) Superposition of cadherin-23 EC1 (blue) with C-cadherin EC2 (gray). The location of the cadherin-23 EC1 Ca2+-binding site 0 matches that of classical
cadherin site 3.
(D and E) Detail of the cadherin-23 site 0 and C-cadherin Ca2+-binding site 3, respectively, with residues coordinating Ca2+ ions in stick. The overall architecture of
both Ca2+-binding sites is similar, but C-cadherins’s N143 carbonyl oxygen is replaced by cadherin-230s D40 side chain.
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mutant EC1+2 stripped of Ca2+ presented below.
To determine whether Ca2+ alone can keep EC repeats
together, we performed additional SMD simulations (S15b–f) in
which the peptide backbone was cut between N103 and D104,
disrupting the covalent EC1-to-EC2 linker, but which retained
all Ca2+ ions bridging acidic residues from both repeats. Forces
required to unfold this complex were comparable to those
observed for the intact protein (Figure 3E). Furthermore, force
peaks originated from the same unfolding and detachment of
b strands observed for the EC1+2 structure with an intact
linker, and separation of EC1 from EC2 was never observed in
the simulations (Figures S2D and S2E). Ca2+-protein interactions
alone are therefore sufficient to keep EC repeats together even
under tension, and Ca2+ binding must be crucial for cadherin
strength.Structure of Cadherin-23 EC1+2 with a Na+ Bound
to Its Linker Region
Structures and simulations highlight the importance of the three
Ca2+ ions at cadherin-23’s linker for its mechanical response.
Ca2+ is required for tip-link integrity (Assad et al., 1991), but
cochlear endolymph surrounding hair cells has an unusually
low Ca2+ concentration of 20–40 mM (or 100–300 mM in vestibular
endolymph; Bosher and Warren, 1978; Salt et al., 1989). Conse-
quently cadherin-23 must have relatively high affinity for Ca2+.
The E-cadherin EC1+2 linker region has a KD for Ca
2+ of 20 mM
(Courjean et al., 2008); if the same is true for cadherin-23 (see
below), it suggests that its Ca2+-binding sites are only partially
occupied in vivo. We crystallized wild-type cadherin-23 EC1+2
in conditions containing >2 M NaCl and 1 mM CaCl2, and in
this second structure observed replacement of Ca2+ with Na+
at site 1 (Figures 4A and 4C). Assignment of Na+ to the electronNeuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 89
Table 2. Overview of Simulations
Binding Site tsim Slowest SMD Size Size
Label # PDB 0 1 2 3 (ns) Speed (nm/ns) (# atoms) (nm3)
C23 WT EC1 S1a–g 2wbx Ca2+ — — — 102.72 0.1 65,592 18.0 3 6.0 3 6.5
C23 WT EC1 S2a–f 2wbx — — — — 85.49 0.1 65,815 18.0 3 6.0 3 6.5
C23 WT EC1 S3a–g 2wbx — — — — 92.62 0.1 65,591 18.0 3 6.0 3 6.5
C23 WT EC1 b S4a–g 2wbx Ca2+ at 2 available sites 56.30 0.1 84,904 18.0 3 6.9 3 7.3
C23 WT EC1 b S5a–g 2wbx — — — — 61.32 0.1 84,902 18.0 3 6.9 3 7.3
C23 WT EC1+2 S6a–l 2wcp Ca2+ Na+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 191.49 0.1 130,919 24.8 3 7.6 3 7.4
C23 WT EC1+2 S7a–b 2wcp Ca2+ Na+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 49.49 — 125,350 14.8 3 9.6 3 9.4
C23 WT EC1+2 S8a–b 2wcp Ca2+ Na+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 43.63 — 172,807 13.8 3 11.6 3 11.4
C23 WT EC1+2 S9a–k 2wcp — — — — 165.86 0.1 130,909 24.8 3 7.6 3 7.4
C23 WT EC1+2 S10a–b 2wcp — — — — 32.95 0.1 125,343 14.8 3 9.6 3 9.4
C23 WT EC1+2 S11a–j 2wcp Ca2+ Na+ Na+ Ca2+ 103.67 0.1 130,918 24.8 3 7.6 3 7.4
C23 WT EC1+2 S12a–k 2whv Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 175.30 0.1 132,325 24.8 3 7.6 3 7.4
C23 WT EC1+2 S13a–b 2whv Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 33.00 — 126,924 14.8 3 9.6 3 9.4
C23 WT EC1+2 S14a–b 2whv Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 25.00 — 174,615 13.8 3 11.6 3 11.4
C23 WT EC1+2 CUT S15a–j 2whv Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 121.86 0.1 132,307 24.8 3 7.6 3 7.4
C23 WT EC1+2 W S16a–g 2whv Ca2+ at 8 available sites 65.77 0.1 231,800 23.6 3 9.9 3 10.4
C23 D101G EC1+2 S17a–l 2wd0 Ca2+ Na+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 180.64 0.1 115,303 24.6 3 7.4 3 6.8
C23 D101G EC1+2 S18a–b 2wd0 Ca2+ Na+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 45.48 — 112,882 14.6 3 9.4 3 8.8
C23 D101G EC1+2 S19a–b 2wd0 Ca2+ Na+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 37.95 — 182,226 13.6 3 12.0 3 11.8
C23 D101G EC1+2 S20a–f 2wd0 — — — — 77.33 0.1 115,299 24.6 3 7.4 3 6.8
C23 D101G EC1+2 S21a–b 2wd0 — — — — 26.21 — 112,880 14.6 3 9.4 3 8.8
C23 D101G EC1+2 S22a–j 2wd0 Ca2+ Na+ Na+ Ca2+ 97.56 0.1 115,302 24.6 3 7.4 3 6.8
C23 E21A IS EC1+2 S23a–c 2whv Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 46.47 — 155,690 14.8 3 10.6 3 10.4
C23 D101G IS EC1+2 S24a–c 2whv Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 46.54 — 155,690 14.8 3 10.6 3 10.4
C23 E73V IS EC1+2 S25a–c 2whv Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 46.63 — 155,696 14.8 3 10.6 3 10.4
C23 E21A IS EC1+2 S26a–k 2whv Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 151.53 0.1 121,228 24.6 3 7.6 3 6.9
C23 E73V IS EC1+2 S27a–k 2whv Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ Ca2+ 166.10 0.1 129,165 24.3 3 7.6 3 7.5
C WT S28a–e 1l3w Ca2+ at 12 available sites 50.31 1 355,208 37.4 3 10.5 3 9.4
C E69A IS S29a–i 1l3w Ca2+ at 12 available sites 78.68 1 355,208 37.4 3 10.5 3 9.4
C E11A IS S30a–c 1l3w Ca2+ at 12 available sites 13.10 10 355,205 37.4 3 10.5 3 9.4
C WT DIM S31a–m 1l3w Ca2+ at 12 available sites 154.39 0.1 203,769 27.8 3 9.4 3 8.2
C8 WT DIM S32a–f 2a62 Ca2+ at 12 available sites 35.10 1 155,379 25.9 3 8.5 3 7.6
C8 WT DIM S33a–i 2a62 Ca2+ at 12 available sites 139.67 0.1 203,376 27.9 3 9.5 3 8.2
C11 WT DIM S34a–c 2a4e Ca2+ at 6 available sites 9.88 1 150,108 24.2 3 9.2 3 7.2
Overview of cadherin simulations: labels indicate the system and protein variant (C23: cadherin-23; WT: wild-type; EC1: extracellular repeat 1; b: dimer
interface mediated by b strands; EC1+2: extracellular repeats 1 and 2; CUT: peptide bond N103-C-D104-N deleted; W: dimer interface mediated by
W65; IS: in silico mutation; DIM: strand-exchanged dimer interface). Unique simulation identifiers are denoted by Snnx. Initial size of the system (in nm3)
is indicated in the last column for each system. A detailed list of all simulations is in Tables S1–S6. The overall computational effort involved a cumulative
total of 2,810.04 ns of simulation for systems ranging in size from 65K to 355K atoms (equivalent to a single simulation of a 25K-atom system lasting
16 ms using a uniform time step of 2 fs).
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Structure and Simulations of Cadherin-23 Repeatsdensity at this site was supported by comparison of B-factors of
the Na+ ion and surrounding residues (see ‘‘EC1+2 Na+’’ in Table
1; Supplemental Text; Figures S1C and S1D). Overall,
the structure closely resembles the first cadherin-23 EC1+2
structure, obtained in >1 M CaCl2 (rmsd of 0.45 A˚ for all atoms;
Figure 4A). The substitution of Ca2+ by a cation of similar ionic
radius (Na+) at site 1, although an obvious consequence of the
crystallization conditions, indicates a likely hierarchy of Ca2+-90 Neuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.binding affinities with the outermost site 1 as the weakest. This
structure led us to test the elasticity and strength of cadherin-
23 when Ca2+ is not occupying all sites.
Ca2+ Ions Bound to Sites 2 and 3 Are Sufficient
to Prevent Cadherin Unfolding
Low Ca2+ concentrations (such as those of the endolymph)
can be effectively mimicked in simulations by progressively
Figure 3. SMD Simulations Show Stiff Cadherin-23 Repeats with Mechanical Responses Controlled by Ca2+ Ions
(A) Force applied to N terminus versus end-to-end distance for constant velocity stretching of cadherin-23 EC1 at 10 (simulation S1c: black; S1d: blue), 1 (S1e:
green; S1f: dark green), and 0.1 nm/ns (S1g: turquoise). Inset: force peak values for cadherin-23 EC1 versus stretching speed fitted to logarithmic regressions in
the presence (S1c-g: black) or absence of Ca2+ (S2b-f: brown; S3c-g: gray, see Figures S2A–S2C).
(B) Snapshots of initial conformation and mechanically induced unfolding states (S1g). Springs indicate position and direction of applied forces.
(C) Force applied to N terminus versus end-to-end distance for simulations of cadherin-23 EC1+2 with Ca2+ at all sites (S12b–f). Colors denote independent simu-
lations using different stretching speeds and thermodynamic ensembles (black, 10 nm/ns and NVE; blue, 10 nm/ns and NpT; green, 1 nm/ns and NVE; dark green,
1 nm/ns and NpT; turquoise, 0.1 nm/ns and NpT).
(D) Force applied to cadherin-23 EC1+2 N terminus (blue) and C terminus (cyan) along with distance between Ca2+ at site 1 and E21-O3 (dark green) versus time
for part of simulation S12f. Inset shows entire trajectory, and includes the distance between Ca2+ at site 0 and R4-O (green).
(E) Force applied to N terminus versus end-to-end distance for cadherin-23 EC1+2 with Ca2+ at all sites and with the peptide bond between N103 and D104
deleted (S15b–f, colors as in [C]).
(F and G) Snapshots of linker region conformations (entire protein in inset) during simulation S12f at time points indicated in (C). Vertical arrows indicate residue
E21 and dashed box, peptide bond N103-C-D104-N.
See also Figure S2.
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simulations to test the elasticity of cadherin-23 EC1+2 Na+, a
model with Ca2+ at both sites 1 and 2 replaced by Na+, and a
model with all binding sites empty.
Simulations with Na+ replacing Ca2+ at site 1 (S6a–g) show
a two-peak force response similar to that of cadherin-23 with
Ca2+ at all sites (Figure 5A; cf. Figure 3C). While the first force
peak is again associated with rupture of site 0, the second force
peak correlated to detachment of b strands in EC2 (Figures S2Fand S2G), as opposed to detachment of strand A in EC1 in simu-
lations with all Ca2+ sites loaded.
In contrast, simulations of EC1+2 with one more Ca2+ ion
replaced (Ca2+ at sites 0 and 3 and Na+ at sites 1 and 2; S11),
show a single unfolding-force peak that is significantly smaller
than those observed for Ca2+-loaded cadherin-23. It coincides
with rupture of the EC1+2 linker region and b strand detachment
(simulations S11a–f; Figure 5B; Figures S2H and S2I). Simula-
tions of cadherin EC1+2 with all binding sites empty (S9) showNeuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 91
Figure 4. Structures of Cadherin-23 EC1+2 with Modified Linkers
(A) Wild-type cadherin-23 crystallized in high NaCl conditions features a linker
where Na+ replaced the Ca2+ normally present at site 1.
(B) Cadherin-23 EC1+2 D101G crystallized in high (1 M) NaCl conditions as
well. Proteins are shown in cartoon representation; ions as spheres (Ca2+:
green; Cl-: cyan; Na+: magenta).
(C and D) Detail of wild-type and D101G linker regions, respectively. The latter
shows a Cl ion near Ca2+-binding site 2.
See also Figures S1 and S4.
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lower forces. Force peaks correspond to rupture of hydrogen
bonds between b strands (simulations S9a–f; Figure 5C). Simula-
tions therefore suggest that Ca2+ ions at sites 2 and 3 are suffi-
cient to maintain cadherin-230s mechanical strength, which
may gradually decrease as Ca2+ concentration is decreased.
All these stretching simulations applied force to Ca atoms at
the protein’s N and C termini. This approach may favor unfolding
of the terminal ends or the structures that are in line with the
b strands to which force is applied. To address this concern,
a second set of simulations was performed in which force was
applied to groups of 12 Ca atoms at each end of the protein,
effectively distributing the applied force over various b strands
(simulations S12g–k, S6h–l, S11g–j, S9g–k; Figure S3). Such
simulations showed that unfolding of the EC1-EC2 linker was
similar to previous simulations, and thus that Ca2+ stabilization
of cadherin-23 under force is robust and independent of the
stretching protocol.
Structure of the Deafness-Related Mutant D101G
of Cadherin-23 EC1+2
Multiple missense mutations in cadherin-230s extracellular
domain cause the nonsyndromic deafness DFNB12, and most
of these are located at its Ca2+-binding motifs (Astuto et al.,
2002; Baux et al., 2008; Bolz et al., 2001; Bork et al., 2001; de
Brouwer et al., 2003; Ouyang et al., 2005; Roux et al., 2006;
Schultz et al., 2005; Schwander et al., 2009; Wagatsuma et al.,
2007; Figure S4). Of these, D101G is the only one located in cad-92 Neuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.herin-23 EC1+2 (E120Q is located at the EC2+3 linker, unresolved
in our structures). In compound heterozygous individuals the
D101G mutation together with R2442W causes recessive non-
syndromic deafness. The nonsyndromic and progressive char-
acteristics of DFNB12 associated with D101G/R2442W sug-
gest that these mutations cause neither protein misfolding nor
mislocalization. Thus, the EC1+2 D101G mutant was generated
to gain insight into molecular mechanisms underlying deafness.
The mutant protein exhibited a slightly smaller apparent
molecular weight than wild-type (Figure S1A) and crystallized
in a different space group with two EC1+2 molecules in the
asymmetric unit. The individual repeats adopt conformations
nearly identical to their wild-type counterparts (Figure 4B;
Table 1). However, the arrangement of EC2 with respect to EC1
was different for the two molecules of the asymmetric unit, with
one similar to wild-type, and the other displaying a different inter-
repeat arrangement discussed further below. Remarkably, the
mutant protein retains a Ca2+ ion at site 2 despite the absence
of the Ca2+-coordinating D101 side chain (Figure 4D). Density
was observed at the previous location of the aspartate’s carbox-
ylate group (Figures S1E and S1F) and was assigned to a Cl ion
located 2.6 A˚ from Ca2+ at site 2. As in the EC1+2 Na+ structure,
Na+ was modeled at site 1. The D101G structure demonstrates
that the mutant protein retains the ability to fold and bind
Ca2+. The mutation may therefore affect the function of cad-
herin-23 by one or both of two mechanisms: (1) the mutation
may directly affect the unfolding strength and flexibility of the
linker region or (2) the mutation may shift the Ca2+ affinity.
Mechanical Strength of the Deafness-Related D101G
Mutant Is Altered by Decreased Ca2+-Binding Affinity
To understand how the D101G mutation affects cadherin
stability, SMD simulations of the D101G mutant structure were
performed following the same two stretching protocols used
for wild-type. For all simulations done with the same ions at sites
1–3, observed forces in the mutant EC1+2 were comparable to
those in wild-type (simulations S17a–l, S22a–j, S20a–f; Figures
5D–5F, S5A–S5E, S3E, and S3F). Thus, when Ca2+ is bound,
the D101G mutant is as strong as wild-type.
The D101G mutation may instead change cadherin-23
strength indirectly, by reducing its affinity for Ca2+. A competition
assay based on a fluorescent Ca2+ indicator was thus used to
determine Ca2+-binding affinities for cadherin-23 EC1+2 and
for EC1+2 D101G (Figure 5G). Fluorescence of a Ca2+ indicator
mixed with EC1+2, at Ca2+ concentrations ranging between 20
and 200 mM, was consistently smaller than fluorescence
obtained with the D101G EC1+2 mutant, indicating a stronger
Ca2+-binding affinity for the wild-type protein. Fitting these
data using models with three or four Ca2+-binding sites, we
found that Ca2+ dissociation constants (KD) are larger for the
D101G EC1+2 protein. Dissociation constants for the wild-type
protein were (in increasing order) 1.9, 5.0, 44.3, and 71.4 mM,
whereas for the D101G mutant the best fit was obtained using
a three-site model with KD values of 3.9, 40.6, >100 mM. Interest-
ingly, the same experiment for the EC1 fragment indicates a KD
of 1.0 mM for site 0 (Figures S5F and S5G). Thus, a tentative
assignment of KD values to Ca
2+-binding sites is possible: The
two lowest KD values in EC1+2 proteins are likely to be site
Figure 5. SMD Simulations of Cadherin-23
with Modified Linkers and Ca2+-Binding
Assays
(A–C) Force applied to N terminus versus end-to-
end distance for stretching simulations of wild-
type cadherin-23 EC1+2 with Ca2+ at sites 0, 2,
and 3 and Na+ at site 1 (A, S6c–g); Ca2+ at sites
0 and 3 and Na+ at sites 1 and 2 (B, S11b–f), and
all binding sites empty (C, S9b–f). Colors denote
independent simulations using different stretching
speeds and thermodynamic ensembles as in
Figure 3C. See also Figure S2.
(D) Force applied to N terminus versus end-to-end
distance for simulations of EC1+2 D101G with
Ca2+ at sites 0, 2, & 3 and Na+ at site 1.
(E) Force peak maxima for cadherin-23 EC1+2
simulations versus stretching speed. Force peaks
of simulations with Ca2+ at least at sites 0, 2, and 3
are red (S12b–f), maroon (S6c–g), yellow (S17c–g;
D101G), and orange (S15b–f; CUT); with Ca2+ at
sites 0 and 3 and Na+ at sites 1 and 2 are green
(S11b–f) and dark green (S22b-f; D101G); with all
Ca2+-binding sites empty are blue (S9b–f) and
violet (S20b–f; D101G).
(F) Force peak maxima for cadherin-23 EC1+2
when force is applied to center of mass of
Ca
1–5;36–41;86–89 atoms at the N terminus and
Ca
118–121;171–173;176;203–205 at the C terminus.
Peak values color-coded as in (E), corresponding
to simulations with Ca2+ at least at sites 0, 2, and
3 (red, S12g–k; maroon, S6h–l; yellow, S17h–l;
orange, S15g–j); with Ca2+ at sites 0 and 3 and
Na+ at sites 1 and 2 (green, S11g–j; dark green,
S22g–j); and with all Ca2+-binding sites empty
(blue, S9g–k). Logarithmic regression fits are
shown for each simulation set.
(G) Fluorescence versus added Ca2+ in competi-
tion assays between the Ca2+ chelator mag-
fluo-4 and the wild-type cadherin-23 EC1+2
(black) or the D101G EC1+2 mutant (blue). Data
were fitted using three- and four-binding-site
model (Table S7).
(H) Trypsin digests of wild-type and D101G mutant
cadherin-23 EC1+2 analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Incubation in a range of Ca2+ concentrations shows different Ca2+-dependence of proteolysis protection. The intact
proteins migrate at 25 kDa.
(I) Quantification of the intact protein in the gels presented in H. Fits using the Hill equation indicate an effective KD of 86.8 mM for wild-type and 470.4 mM for the
D101G mutant (Hill coefficients: 3.7 and 1.3, respectively).
See also Figures S4, S5, and S6.
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Structure and Simulations of Cadherin-23 Repeats0 and the structurally similar site 3; site 1 probably has the high-
est KD, as Ca
2+ at this site is replaced by Na+ in the crystals
prepared in high Na+ (Figure 4C and 4D); and site 2 corresponds
to the intermediate KD values (Table S7).
The lower affinity for Ca2+ in the D101G mutant was confirmed
using a trypsin sensitivity assay. Significantly higher Ca2+
concentrations were required to protect the EC1+2 D101G
protein from trypsin digestion than for the wild-type protein
(Figures 5H and 5I). Quantification of the trypsin digestion data
revealed half-maximal proteolysis rates at 86 mM Ca2+ for the
wild-type EC1+2 protein, consistent with the KD values estimated
from fluorescence. A Hill coefficient of 3.7 for the fitted curve
indicates strong cooperativity in Ca2+ binding, which was
reduced in the D101G mutant (Hill coefficient 1.3). These results
are in agreement with Courjean et al. (2008), where the D103Amutation in E-cadherin EC1+2 (a different aspartate residue in
the same DXNDN motif) increased the KD for Ca
2+ (from 20 to
240 mM) and eliminated cooperativity. Our data and simulations
suggest that the reduced Ca2+ affinity of the D101G mutant
leads to reduced mechanical strength at the physiological
Ca2+ concentrations of cochlear endolymph (20–40 mM).
Mechanical Strength Can Be Directly Altered in Other
Cadherin-23 Mutants
Do all deafness mutations in these Ca2+-binding sites cause
the same structural and functional defects? While structural
information on other cadherin-23 EC repeats is not available,
sequence alignments can be used to map the mutations either
onto our cadherin-23 EC1+2 structure or onto classical cadherin
structures, to test their effect on mechanical strength. Among allNeuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 93
Figure 6. Interrepeat Arrangement and Dynamics of Cadherin-23
EC1+2
(A) Two views of wild-type (blue) and D101G (green) EC1+2, with EC1 repeats
superimposed. Spheres denote Ca atoms at positions 3, 74, and 205. Residue
D101 is in red sticks.
(B) Analogous views of the superposition of wild-type cadherin-23 conforma-
tions taken every 100 ps during simulation S8a–b (9.2–12.3 ns). Color indicates
time (red-white-blue).
(C) To quantify the conformational freedom of EC2 with respect to EC1, the
principal axis of EC1 was aligned to the z axis, and the EC2 principal axis
projection in the x-y plane plotted (perspective and top views). Vector length
relates to the tilt angle (sin q), while the phase angle corresponds to the
azimuthal angle f.
(D) Initial (transparent blue cartoon) and final (opaque cartoon) conformations
of cadherin-23 EC1+2 without Ca2+ are shown for the wild-type protein (red)
and the D101G mutant (orange). An a-helix between b strands B and C at
EC2 spontaneously formed during simulation S10a–b (box).
(E) Plotted projections (as in C) shown for every picosecond of equilibrium
simulation of the wild-type protein (S8a–b in cyan) and two independent
simulations of the D101G mutant protein (S18a–b and S19a–b in light and
dark green, respectively). Initial projections for wild-type (WT) and mutant
(D101G) are highlighted by black circles.
(F) Projections of EC2’s principal axis along its longest dimension on the x-y
plane for every picosecond of equilibrium simulations of the WT (red) and
D101G (orange) proteins with all Ca2+-binding sites empty.
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Structure and Simulations of Cadherin-23 Repeatsknown cadherin-23 mutations (Figure S4), two classes were
selected for in silico studies.
The first modifies the DRE site. The salsa mouse with progres-
sive hearing loss, one of the animal models for human nonsyn-
dromic deafness DFNB12 (Schwander et al., 2009), has the
mutation E714V at the EC7+8 linker. A human deafness muta-
tion, E1572K at the EC15+16 linker, modifies the same motif
residue. The salsa E-to-V substitution was modeled into the cad-
herin-23 EC1+2 structure, mapping to residue E73. The resulting
model was equilibrated for 10 ns (S25a–b) and subsequently
stretched in SMD simulations (S27a–k). This mutant showed
a behavior similar to wild-type when Ca2+ was loaded at all
binding sites (Figures S6A, S6C, S6D, and S6F). Like that of
D101G, the phenotype is more likely to arise from changes in
Ca2+ affinity leading indirectly to altered elasticity and strength.
The second class alters the glutamate of the XEXBASE motif,
e.g., mutations E120Q at the EC2+3 linker and E224K at the
EC3+4 linker in humans (Baux et al., 2008; Roux et al., 2006).
These correspond to position E21 in cadherin-23 EC1+2, coordi-
nating Ca2+ at sites 1 and 2 (Figure 1E). Since either charge
neutralization (Q) or reversal (K) causes a phenotype, we chose
to evaluate an alanine substitution (E21A), which simply removes
the side chain. The E21A mutant shows only one peak in stretch-
ing simulations, as opposed to the two peaks observed for
wild-type, indicating that the mutation directly alters the elastic
properties of the protein, reducing its mechanical strength
when stretched from Ca atoms (simulations S26a–f; Figures
S6B and S6C). The mutation likely affects affinities for Ca2+ at
sites 1 and 2 as well, which could further impair protein function.
The cadherin-23 EC1+2 background did not affect the
behavior of modeled mutations: equivalent mutations were
created in the five-repeat C-cadherin structure and similar
behavior was found in simulations (S28 for WT, S29 for E69A,
and S30 for E11A; Figures S6G–S6J).
Thus, deafness mutations targeting Ca2+ motifs can affect
cadherin-23 in at least two ways: they can reduce Ca2+ binding
and indirectly affect mechanical strength, or they can modify
favorable Ca2+-protein interactions to directly reduce the
mechanical strength of the protein.
Deafness Mutations Modulate Interrepeat Motion
The two conformations observed in the crystal structure of the
D101G mutant (Figure 6A) suggest a third possible effect of deaf-
ness mutations: altered interrepeat orientation and dynamics,
that may impair cis and trans interactions. The conformation of
classical and tip-link cadherin extracellular domains indeed
depends on availability of Ca2+, being extended and rigid in its
presence and collapsed and flexible in its absence (Cailliez
and Lavery, 2005; Kazmierczak et al., 2007; Pokutta et al.,
1994; Sotomayor and Schulten, 2008). Equilibrium MD simula-
tions were thus performed to compare interrepeat motion of
wild-type and mutant cadherin-23 EC1+2 repeats in the pres-
ence and absence of Ca2+.
Simulations of cadherin-23 EC1+2 with Ca2+ at all binding
sites or with Na+ substituting at site 1 show considerable interre-
peat motion (simulations S7a–b, S8a–b, S13a–b, and S14a–b;
Figure 6B). Domain motions can be characterized by the tilt
angle (q) between the principal axes of EC1 and EC2 repeats,94 Neuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.
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(Figure 6C). Two independent simulations of wild-type EC1+2
with Ca2+ at site 1 and two additional simulations with Na+ at
site 1 display overlapping and similar distributions of tilt and
azimuthal angles. Two independent simulations of the D101G
mutant show that it explores an overlapping and wider range
of values for both q and f (S18a–b and S19a–b; Figure 6E), i.e.,
it both bends and twists more than wild-type.
To rule out the possibility that the Cl ion near site 2 in the
D101G mutant was responsible for the observed differences,
or that the simulations were biased by the initial conditions
used, the structure of wild-type EC1+2 with Ca2+ at all sites
was mutated (D101G) in silico and equilibrated (S24a–c). Inter-
repeat motion was similar to that observed for simulations of
the D101G cadherin-23 EC1+2 crystal structure (data not
shown). Thus, simulated dynamics and interrepeat motion of
the D101G mutant seem robust and distinct from the wild-
type. Similar equilibrium MD simulations were performed on
the in silico E21A and E73V mutants of cadherin-23 EC1+2
(S23a–c and S25a–c). E21A shows an overall shift in tilt and
azimuthal angles, opposite to the shift observed for D101G,
whereas the E73V trajectories show a moderately broadened
tilt angle distribution but little azimuthal angle preference (data
not shown).
If these mutations also compromise Ca2+ binding, as shown
for the D101G mutant above, an even more pronounced effect
in interrepeat dynamics is expected in low Ca2+ environments:
in the absence of ions at all binding sites, and regardless of the
presence of the D101G mutation, repeats EC1 and EC2 move
dramatically with respect to each other (S10a–b and S21a–b;
Figures 6D and 6F). Consistently, the extracellular domain of
cadherin-23 loses its filamentous shape in the absence of Ca2+
to become a chain of randomly oriented repeats (Kazmierczak
et al., 2007). The same simulated behavior has been observed
for E-cadherin EC1+2 (Cailliez and Lavery, 2005), C-cadherin
EC1-5 (Sotomayor and Schulten, 2008), and the type II classical
cadherin cadherin-8 (data not shown). Overall, simulations
suggest that mutations and Ca2+ binding modulate cadherin in-
terrepeat orientation and compromise rigidity, which in turn may
affect cis and trans dimerization.
Possible Cadherin-23 Interfaces Differ from the
Strand-Exchanged Classical Cadherin Interface
Although cadherin-23 in the tip link is thought to bind to protocad-
herin-15 in an antiparallel configuration and bind to the partner-
strand cadherin-23 in parallel, it may also engage in antiparallel
homophilic binding. Cadherin-23 alone has been reported to
enable aggregation of cultured cells (Siemens et al., 2004). In
addition, hair-cell bundles are splayed in cadherin-23 mutants,
indicating a developmental role perhaps independent of tip links
(So¨llner et al., 2004). The novel structure of cadherin-23 EC1 indi-
cates that interaction with itself or with other proteins like proto-
cadherin-15 must involve a nonclassical binding interface.
Although EC1 or EC1+2 dimerization was not observed in size
exclusion chromatography (Figure S1A), the cadherin-23 crystal
packing hints at possible dimer interfaces.
The crystal lattices include symmetric antiparallel dimeric EC1
interfaces, with two different observed arrangements that welabeled b and W interfaces. The b interface observed in the
EC1 crystal lattice buries 599 A˚2 of surface area by forming
an intermolecular b sheet through residues 88–94 of b strand G
(Figure 7A). In the EC1+2 structures, including the D101G
mutant, the opposite faces pack together to form the W inter-
face, burying 480 A˚2 with contact between conserved trypto-
phan residues (W65, Figure 7C). Neither of these interfaces is
targeted by known deafness mutations and classical cadherin
interfaces bury larger surface areas (850 A˚2 and 1270 A˚2 for
type I and II, respectively). Consistently, SMD simulations that
forced unbinding in either the b or W interface showed an
unbinding strength similar than that observed for classical
cadherins. However, a single force peak upon unbinding without
unfolding was observed in all cases (Figures 7B, 7D, 7E, and S7;
Movies S3, S4, and S5; see also Bayas et al. (2004)). While
suggestions from crystal packing interactions must be consid-
ered cautiously (Bahadur et al., 2004; Kobe et al., 2008), possible
cadherin-23 homophilic interfaces identified here are probably
weaker than and likely differ from the mechanically strong heter-
ophilic interaction expected with protocadherin-15.
DISCUSSION
The structures and simulations of cadherin-23 EC1+2 repeats
presented here shed light on at least three aspects of its function
in hair-cell mechanotransduction: its role as a stiff cable rather
than a soft spring, its weakening by deafness mutations, and
its possible binding mechanisms.
The elasticity of repeats EC1+2 computed using SMD simula-
tions is strongly dependent on the presence of Ca2+ at sites 0, 2,
and 3, but not site 1. Simulations corroborate our previous
studies on classical cadherins (Sotomayor et al., 2005; Soto-
mayor and Schulten, 2008) which suggested that the tip link
may not be the molecular correlate of the long-sought ‘‘gating
spring.’’ SMD simulations, although using stretching speeds
somewhat faster than physiological hair bundle motions, allowed
us to calculate the approximate stiffness of the cadherin-23
structures (see also Supplemental Text). Stretching simulations
of one or two repeats predict a stiffness ranging from 710
to 1140 mN/m per repeat at pulling speeds of 0.1 nm/ns (in
the presence of Ca2+). Extrapolated to 38 repeats in each strand
of a parallel dimer (27 contributed by cadherin-23 and 11 by
protocadherin-15; Figure 8A; Sarkar et al., 2007), the stiffness
of the tip link is predicted to be 40–60 mN/m, much stiffer
than the 1 mN/m measured for the gating spring (Cheung
and Corey, 2006; Howard and Hudspeth, 1988). Even in the
absence of Ca2+, the effective stiffness of the whole tip link is
predicted to be 16 mN/m. It is possible that another unknown
component of the transduction apparatus or tip-link (mechani-
cally in series with the transduction channel) provides the
required elasticity, or even that structures of the other 36 repeats
are different enough to render the tip link more compliant.
However, sequence analyses suggest that most of all cad-
herin-23 and protocadherin-15 repeats are closely related to
canonical repeats with Ca2+-binding sites in the linker regions.
It is possible that domains of 100 residues proximal to the
membrane in each tip-link cadherin, not identified as cadherin
repeats in sequence motifs searches but perhaps formingNeuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 95
Figure 7. SMD Simulations Probing the
Strength of Possible Cadherin-23 Binding
Interfaces.
(A) The b interface; detailed view at right panel.
Backbone of residues 87 to 95 and side chain of
K94 are in sticks. C-terminal Ca and Ca2+ atoms
are blue and green spheres, respectively.
(B) Force versus distance between C-terminal
ends of two molecules forming the b interface
with Ca2+ in binding sites 0. Traces correspond
to independent simulations at stretching speeds
of 10 (S4c, black; S4d, blue), 1 (S4e, green; S4f,
dark green), and 0.1 nm/ns (S4g, turquoise).
(C) The W interface; overall structure shown in two
perpendicular views, with W65 in sticks. Inset:
detailed view of W65 residues.
(D) Force versus distance between C-terminal
ends of two protomers forming a cadherin-23 W
interface. Traces correspond to independent
simulations at stretching speeds of 10 (S16c,
black; S16d, blue), 1 (S16e, green; S16f, dark
green), and 0.1 nm/ns (S16g, turquoise).
(E) Maximum force-peak values for unbinding
simulations of cadherin-23 b and W interfaces
(blue, S4c–g; green, S16c–g). Unbinding force-
peak values for simulations of C-cadherin and
Cadherin-8 dimers are shown in red (S31d–m)
and orange (S33c–I; see Figure S7). Logarithmic
regression fits are shown for each simulation set.
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mechanical properties. But even if compliant, they could have
only a limited range of extension. Overall, structures and simula-
tions both suggest that the extracellular repeats of cadherin-23
are rather stiff elements conveying force (Figure 8B), instead of
being an elastic gating spring.
These studies also address the effect of deafness mutations
on tip-link function (Figure 8C). The crystal structure of the cad-
herin-23 EC1+2 D101G mutant, the first of a mutant cadherin
linker region, demonstrates that mutations targeting Ca2+-
binding sites do not necessarily compromise the overall archi-
tecture of the protein. Furthermore, Ca2+ ions can still bind at
the altered linker region, although the measured binding affinities
are lower. Simulations suggest that the D101G mutation does
not directly affect the mechanical strength of cadherin-23
EC1+2, as long as Ca2+ is bound, but could render the protein
weaker through a shift in Ca2+ affinity. The D101G structure
and equilibrium simulations also suggest that interrepeat motion
is directly, although moderately, increased by this mutation.
Results are consistent with binding assays showing altered
protocadherin-15/cadherin-23 interactions for the cadherin-23
EC1-27 D101G mutant (Schwander et al., 2009), in that a change
in interrepeat motion and dynamics caused by a shift in Ca2+
affinity would likely compromise trans dimerization. Simulations
also suggest that the cadherin-23 D101G and salsa mutants96 Neuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.are mechanically weaker at low Ca2+ concentrations. Because
vestibular endolymph has more Ca2+ than cochlear endolymph
(Nakaya et al., 2007; Salt et al., 1989), this may explain the lack
of vestibular phenotypes in salsa mice and some human
DFNB12. In contrast, we found that other mutations, such as
E21A studied here, can directly affect both the mechanical
strength of the protein and its dynamics, regardless of whether
Ca2+ ions are bound. Further studies will be needed to address
the effects of all classes of missense deafness mutations
(Figure 8D) and if wild-type and mutated tip-links are affected
by local variations in Ca2+ concentration around hair-cell bundles
(Yamoah et al., 1998).
Structures and simulations also provide insight into cadherin-
23 binding. The architecture of cadherin-23 EC1 is incompatible
with classical cadherin interactions (Patel et al., 2006; Posy
et al., 2008). Two possible antiparallel interfaces, b and W,
observed in crystal packing interactions, provide suggestions
of how cadherin-23 may interact with itself (see also Supple-
mental Text). Simulations suggest that these cadherin-23
homophilic interfaces exhibit a mechanical strength comparable
to that of classical cadherins, with the W interface somewhat
weaker than classical cadherins type I and II. Considering
that classical cadherins unbind at forces of 50 pN and stretch-
ing speeds of 4 mm/s (Baumgartner et al., 2000), but the tip
link must withstand larger forces, these results suggest that
Figure 8. Structural Determinants of Cad-
herin-23 Function in Hearing and Deafness
(A) Hair-cell tip links made of cadherin-23 and
protocadherin-15.
(B) Tip link dynamics and elasticity are controlled
by Ca2+. In the absence of Ca2+, cadherin repeats
move independently of each other; small stretch-
ing forces can straighten the chain of repeats
and cause unfolding. In the presence of Ca2+ cad-
herin repeats are stiff and unfold at large and likely
unphysiological stretching forces.
(C) Missense mutations can alter protein behavior
in multiple ways. Mutations at linker regions are
more likely to directly affect Ca2+ binding, interre-
peat flexibility, and mechanical strength, whereas
mutations outside of the linker regions could also
directly affect trans and cis binding, as well as
unfolding strength. Indirect effects of the muta-
tions are also indicated by the arrows at the top.
Bold arrows indicate effects observed here in
structures and simulations.
(D) Sixteen of the thirty-five DFNB12 mutations in
human cadherin-23’s extracellular domain target
residues in Ca2+-binding motifs: four target the
arginine (red) at a DRE motif, and the other 12
are equally distributed among six other residues
coordinating Ca2+ (pink). Ca2+-coordinating resi-
dues with no known mutation are white.
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form the tip link must use a different, mechanically stronger,
interface.
A trans-binding interface between cadherins mediated by
Ca2+, like that between EC repeats within cadherin-23, might
provide the strength required for tip-link function. Our SMD
simulations show that the strength of the linker region between
EC repeats is provided by the bound Ca2+ ions rather than
the peptide bond, and that EC repeats interacting through
Ca2+ (without a peptide bond linking them) unfold before they
unbind (Figures S2D and S2E). Protocadherin-15, with its long
N-terminus beginning with a conserved QYDDD sequence,
could form an analogous Ca2+-mediated bridge to the cad-
herin-23 N terminus and its newly discovered Ca2+-binding
site 0. Although further structural studies are needed to test
this hypothesis, it would provide a natural explanation for why
extracellular Ca2+ chelation cleaves tip links (Assad et al., 1991).
The results presented have implications beyond inner-ear
mechanotransduction, providing the first cadherin-repeat struc-
ture of Cr-2 family proteins including protocadherin-24, proto-
cadherin-21, and cadherin-23. Protocadherin-24 is involved in
contact inhibition of cell proliferation and cancer (Okazaki
et al., 2002). Protocadherin-21 is found at the base of the outer
segment of both rod and cone photoreceptors (Rattner et al.,
2001) and in the olfactory bulb (Nakajima et al., 2001). It is essen-
tial for photoreceptor survival, but its function is otherwise
unclear. Our work strongly suggests that Cr-2 proteins feature
the same EC1 Ca2+-binding site 0 observed for cadherin-23
and may share properties such as homologous partners, inter-face configurations, and physiological activities. Finally, the
possible mechanisms underlying hearing loss discussed here
might be applicable to other diseases caused by missense muta-
tions at cadherin linker regions, such as progressive myocardial
dystrophy (Pilichou et al., 2009).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Cloning, Expression, and Purification of Cadherin-23 Repeats
Mouse cadherin-23 repeats EC1 and EC1+2 comprising residues Q1 to D101
(Q24 to D124 in NP_075859.2) and Q1 to D205 respectively were subcloned
into the NdeI and XhoI sites of the vector pET21a. The D101G mutation in
EC1+2 was generated using the QuikChange Lightning mutagenesis kit
(Stratagene). Cadherin-23 repeats were expressed in BL21CodonPlus(DE3)-
RIPL (Stratagene) cultured in LB and induced at OD600 = 0.6 with 100 mM
IPTG at room temperature for 16 hr. Cells were lysed by sonication in dena-
turing buffer (20 mM HEPES at pH 7.5, 6 M guanidine hydrochloride, 2 mM
CaCl2, 20 mM imidazole at pH 7.0). The cleared lysates were loaded onto
Ni-Sepharose (GE Healthcare), eluted with denaturing buffer supplemented
with 500 mM imidazole, and refolded by overnight dialysis against 20 mM
HEPES at pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, and 50 mM KCl using MWCO
2000 membranes. Refolded proteins were further purified by size-exclusion
chromatography on a Superdex75 column (GE Healthcare) in 20 mM TrisHCl
(pH 7.5), 2 mM CaCl2, and 200 mM NaCl (EC1 and EC1+2 Na
+) or 150 mM
KCl and 50 mM NaCl (EC1+2 Ca2+ and EC1+2 D101G) and concentrated by
ultrafiltration to 10 mg/ml for crystallization (Vivaspin 10 kDa).
Crystallization, Data Collection, and Structure Determination
Crystals were grown by vapor diffusion at 4C by mixing equal volumes of
protein and reservoir solution of (0.1 M sodium cacodylate [pH 6.0], 40%
MPD) for cadherin-23 EC1, (0.1 M MES [pH 6.5], 1.1 M CaCl2) for EC1+2
Ca2+, (0.1 M TrisHCl [pH 8.0], 2.7 M NaCl, 10% glycerol) for EC1+2 Na+, andNeuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 97
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Cadherin-23 EC1+2 crystals were cryoprotected in reservoir solution plus 25%
glycerol. All crystals were cryo-cooled in N2. X-ray diffraction data were
collected as indicated in Table 1 and processed with HKL2000 (Otwinowski
and Minor, 1997). The cadherin-23 EC1 and EC1+2 Na+ structures were deter-
mined by molecular replacement using a cadherin-23 EC1+2 homology model
based on E-cadherin EC1+2 (PDB code 1FF5; Pertz et al., 1999) as a search
model with Phaser (McCoy et al., 2007), while cadherin-23 EC1+2 Na+ was
used for the EC1+2 Ca2+ and D101G EC1+2 structures. Model building was
done using COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) and restrained TLS refinement
using REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 1997). The final models include residues
M0 to D101 (EC1), M0 to E207 (EC1+2 Ca2+ and EC1+2 Na+), and Q1 to
H208 (EC1+2 D101G). Data collection and refinement statistics are provided
in Table 1.
Ca2+-Binding Affinity Measurements and Trypsin Digestion
F-buffer (100 mM KCl, 10 mM MOPS [pH 7.5]) was incubated with 2% Chelex-
100 (Bio-Rad) resin in a dialysis bag and stirred for 3 days before use.
Cadherin-23 EC1, EC1+2, EC1+2 D101G, and calmodulin (CaM) at 5-10 mg/ml
were stripped of Ca2+ by three consecutive batch incubations of 100 ml
Chelex-100 resin per ml of protein solution for 1 hr. This procedure yielded
buffer and protein solutions that contained <0.2 mM Ca2+ as assessed by
Ca2+-dependent Fura-2 fluorescence. Protein concentrations were deter-
mined by averaging absorbance reads at 280 nm and data from amino-acid
analyses. Ca2+-competition assays used for the determination of Ca2+ disso-
ciation constants (KD) were modified from Andre´ and Linse (2002). Assays at
25C were performed in cuvettes containing 2 ml of 2.5 mM mag-fluo-4 (Invitro-
gen) and 3–4.2 mM protein in F buffer. CaCl2 solutions were titrated in 5 ml
aliquots; after a 10 min incubation the change in fluorescence was recorded
on a fluorescence spectrometer (Fluorolog-3, Instruments S.A., Inc.) set at
excitation and emission wavelengths of 430 nm and 530 nm, respectively.
Experiments were conducted in duplicate and repeated twice. Titration of
the chelator in absence of protein was used to determine the apparent KD of
the chelator as 33.88 mM as described in http://probes.invitrogen.com/
media/pis/mp03008.pdf. Fluorescence signals were scaled according to
sample volume and fitted with models assuming one, three, or four Ca2+-
binding sites using the CaLigator software (Andre´ and Linse, 2002). For trypsin
proteolysis protection assays, 15 ng of trypsin was mixed with 15 mg of
decalcified EC1+2 or EC1+2 D101G in 50 ml F buffer supplemented with
Ca2+ concentrations ranging from 0 to 1.6 mM and incubated for 1 hr at
37C. Digestions were stopped by addition of PMSF to a final concentration
of 1 mM. Samples were analyzed on Coomassie-stained 20% SDS-PAGE
gels quantified with ImageJ.
Simulated Systems
The psfgen, solvate, autoionize, and mutator VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996)
plugins were used to build all systems (Table 2 and Figure S8). Hydrogens
were automatically added to protein structures and crystallographic water
molecules. Structures with nonnative N- and C-terminal tails were modified
back to native sequences. Disulfide bonds in C-cadherin were explicitly
modeled. Residues D, E, K, and R were assumed to be charged. Histidine resi-
dues were assumed neutral, and protonation states chosen to favor the forma-
tion of evident hydrogen bonds. Additional water molecules and randomly
placed ions were used to solvate the systems at the desired KCl concentration
(150 mM for cadherin-23 systems). For SMD simulations, molecules were
aligned such that the vector joining the terminal residue Ca atoms was oriented
along the x axis.
Molecular Dynamics
MD simulations (Karplus and Petsko, 1990) were performed using NAMD 2.6/
2.7 (Phillips et al., 2005), the CHARMM27 force field for proteins with CMAP
correction (Mackerell et al., 1998, 2004), and the TIP3P model for water
(Jorgensen et al., 1983). A 12 A˚ cutoff (switching function starting at 10 A˚)
for van der Waals interactions was used along with periodic boundary condi-
tions. The Particle Mesh Ewald method was used to compute long-range
electrostatic forces without cut-off and with a grid point density of >1 A˚3.
A uniform 2 fs integration time step was used along with SHAKE. Langevin98 Neuron 66, 85–100, April 15, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.dynamics was utilized to enforce constant temperature (T = 300 K) when indi-
cated, with a damping coefficient of 0.1 ps1 unless otherwise stated.
Constant pressure simulations (NpT) at 1 atm were conducted using the hybrid
Nose´-Hoover Langevin piston method with a 200 fs decay period and a 50 fs
damping time constant.
Simulations and Analysis Tools
Each system was energy-minimized, then equilibrated in the constant number,
pressure, and temperature ensemble (NpT), and the resulting state used to
perform subsequent equilibrium and SMD simulations (Tables S1 to S6). Coor-
dinates of all atoms were saved for analysis every picosecond of simulation.
Constant velocity stretching simulations used the SMD method and NAMD
Tcl Forces interface (Isralewitz et al., 2001; Sotomayor and Schulten, 2008).
The stretching direction was set along the x axis matching the vector
connecting terminal regions of the protein. SMD simulations were performed
by attaching Ca atoms of N- and C-terminal residues to virtual (independent)
springs of stiffness ks = 1 (kcal/mol)/A˚
2, or where indicated, by attaching the
center of mass of groups of Ca atoms to the same type of virtual springs. In
unbinding simulations, virtual springs were attached to Ca atoms of C-terminal
residues of independent molecules. The stretching direction was set along
the x axis matching the vector connecting terminal regions of the protein,
the free ends of springs were moved away from the protein in opposite direc-
tions at a constant velocity, and applied forces were computed using the
extension of the virtual springs. Plotted forces correspond to those applied
to N-terminal atoms unless otherwise stated. Stiffness was computed through
linear regression fits of force-distance plots. Maximum force peaks were
computed from 50 ps running averages used to eliminate local fluctuations.
End-to-end and CM-to-CM distances were computed as the distances
between individual SMD atoms or the center-of-mass of SMD atoms at oppo-
site protein ends, respectively. Regression fits to data points of maximum
force peaks versus stretching speeds were performed using a logarithmic
expression of the form y = a + b log x. Principal axes of EC repeats were
computed using the VMD Orient plugin. Sequence alignments were performed
using ClustalX. Structural alignments were performed using VMD/STAMP
(Roberts et al., 2006; Russell and Barton, 1992). Plots and curve fits were
prepared using xmgrace. Molecular images in this paper were created with
the molecular graphics program VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996).
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